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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

Book Report 

Don’t let the size (964 pages) 
keep you from reading (or at 
least skimming) this one. It’s 
the second of the three free 

eBooks I mentioned in an   
earlier newsletter. Takeaway: 

Kennedy still does not like 
Trump but he absolutely    

despises Fauci and Gates with 
proof of how they have       

literally murdered people to 
advance vaccines and other 
protocols that created 437 
new billionaires during the 

pandemic (all directly or     
indirectly tied to Fauci and 
Gates). Big Pharma has led 
this assault as Fauci banned 

existing drug protocols in  
favor of the new ones.        

Example: IVM and HCQ less 
than a dollar a dose versus Big 

Pharma’s new (and proven 
very dangerous) remdesivir at 
$3000.00 a dose. The Hippo-
cratic oath was destroyed as 

doctors lost their license    
because they prescribed the 
“wrong” drug. Walmart and 
CVS pharmacists were given 
the “authority” by politicians 

to refuse to fill any Rx. The 
clueless Lame Stream Media 
and social media canonized 
Fauci and Gates while the 

facts (not opinions)               
documented in this book 

were ignored or condemned. 
Kennedy is running against 

Biden to increase awareness 
of these problems.  

One conclusion of the book is 
the use of pharmaceuticals to 
replace health from your auto 

immune system. Given the 
deaths in third world           

experiments, it also will solve 
the population problem. 

Dr. Anthony Fauci meet with Bill Gates of the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation to discuss research opportunities 
in global health in June 2017 at NIH. Fauci has had a fetish 

for vaccines for 50 years while Gates has invested heavily in 
vaccine companies. Is it a coincidence that we had the     

following emergencies that required vaccine emergency use 
authorization with taxpayer money but no liability? 

Above are the half dozen “emergencies” Fauci used to 
gather billions of taxpayer money for vaccines. The 

“emergencies” never met his level of hype even though the 
Lame Stream Media loved him for the headlines and click 

bait but never held him accountable for not delivering     
vaccines that could be proven effective against the threats. 

With the COVID “emergency”, Gates would show Fauci how 
they could maximize the emergency and profit...for both 
Gates and Fauci’s domination of US Health Departments. 

WHO is not about owls. It’s 
the World Health Organiza-

tion and their decades of 
work bringing clean water, 

hygiene, nutrition and     
economic development to 
the third world. Gates and 

Fauci were able to infiltrate 
this organization and       

impose their vaccine fetish 
(and profit) motivations 

while diverting funds away 
from the key elements of 
proven success to vaccine 
testing that bypassed FDA 
regulations by using third 

world human test subjects. 
This week’s book              

documents how it literally 
killed many of the children 
tested while adding female 

sterilization as an added 
benefit for the Gates fetish: 

population control. Fauci 
seems to be a multitasker 

as we now have 69 doses of 
16 vaccines for our children. 
None have been tested for 
safety but are required by 
some US school districts. 

MN requires: “no less than 
one dose of vaccine each for 

measles, mumps, and      
rubella given separately or 

in combination; no less than 
four doses of vaccine for 
poliomyelitis, unless the 

third dose was given after 
the fourth birthday, then 

three doses are minimum; 
no less than five doses of 

vaccine for diphtheria,     
tetanus, and pertussis,   

unless the fourth dose was 
given after the fourth      

birthday, then four doses 
are minimum; and no less 

than three doses of vaccine 
for hepatitis B”. NONE have 

been tested for safety.  
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Until next week… 
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      Please feel free to pass it on.  

Build Back Better?           
Try putting it back the 
way you found it and 

leave us the hell alone. 

How long before they     
run out of things                       

to call racist? 

Democrats are promising 
more free stuff if we pay 

more taxes. 

The promise of eternal life 
isn’t the selling point it 

used to be. It might      
include Democrats. 

I’m not anti-social. I just 
don’t like to spend time 

with stupid people. 

My kids are trust fund 
babies. I trusted them      

to fund themselves. 

I haven’t lost all my     
marbles but there might 

be a small hole in the bag. 

When asked to pick your 
favorite child, make sure 

it’s one of yours.          
Trust me. 

The British are the reason 
everyone else has an    
independence day. 

Anybody notice how 
Frauci sold the panic                
and then the cure? 

My kids are brave for  
taking me out in public. 

Bud Light claims to be 
beer...then claims                 

a man is a woman. 

Alcohol is measured by 
volume. Why you talk 
louder when drinking? 

Don’t confuse education 
with intelligence.            

You can have a degree 
and still be stupid. 

Not being stupid may be 
part of the problem? 

Douglass Mackey, the Twitter 
user "Ricky Vaugn", posted a 

meme in 2016 joking that 
Democrats could "text" their 
vote for Hillary to "save time" 
instead of going to the polls.  

As soon as the Biden           
administration took over, the 
DOJ indicted him, over four 
years later, and sentenced 
him to ten years in prison.              

Now check that picture again.             
That’s not Ricky. 

Ukraine’s government has been caught embezzling “at least” 
$400 million in taxpayer-funded U.S. aid that was meant to help 

the nation’s war effort amid the Russian invasion. 

Investigative journalist Seymore Hersh has revealed that        
President Zelensky, senior Ukrainian government officials and 
thirty-five generals embezzled funds meant to buy diesel fuel 
for Ukraine’s army. The CIA discovered the scheme and found 

that the nation’s leaders were stealing the money to buy luxury 
cars and other items and live lives of opulence.                             

(I wonder if Joe got his 10%?) 

It’s not all bad news: Apparently Mitch McConnell is going to 
retire from his duties as leader, and presumably the Senate  

itself following a nasty fall that hospitalized him last month with 
a concussion and broken ribs. One down and lots more to come 
before Trump returns to the White House. President Trump will 

appoint 100 U.S. Attorneys who will be the “polar opposite of 
the Soros District Attorneys” who are destroying the rule of law 
in America, overhaul the Department of Justice, and order civil 

rights investigations into Marxist local district attorneys. 

 Democrat state representatives switching parties and one     
special election over the last month gave Republicans three 

new veto proof supermajorities in state legislatures, bringing 
the total to 25 nationwide. The next paragraph will explain    

why this is so important. 

If you older readers will make sure the kids today start reading 
history and the battle between Jefferson and Hamilton re:     

federal vs state control…they’ll start to understand and support 
Governors like DeSantis of Florida and Sanders of Arkansas   
telling the federal government to butt out of state issues. 

As April 18th approaches...take a look at the following website: 

Afnn.us/tag/16th-17th-amendments 

I have also been known to rant and rave over these issues at: 

franksiegler.com article titled 1913+16+17=404 

Spent most of one day           
upgrading a backup comput-
er. At left is mid way through 

the process. I now have 
backup to the newsletter.  

Be sure to pass on the news 
not reported by the Lame 

Stream Media. Virtual      
Private Network and new IP 

address if they hack and shut 
down my primary one. 

Well, at least those mask    
mandates are coming to an 
end as Biden signed a law    

ending the pandemic. 


